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Accessory Dwelling Units
Accessory dwelling units (ADUs) are small, self-contained living units that typically have their own
kitchen, bedroom(s), and bathroom space. Often called granny flats, elder cottage housing opportunities (ECHO), mother-daughter residences, or secondary dwelling units, ADUs are apartments that can
be located within the walls of an existing or newly constructed single-family home or can be an addition to an existing home. They can also be freestanding cottages on the same lot as the principal
dwelling unit or a conversion of a garage or barn.
The benefits to the home owner and the ADU occupant are many. For the home owner, ADUs provide
the opportunity to offer an affordable and independent housing option to the owner’s grown son or
daughter just starting out or to an elderly parent or two who might need a helping hand nearby. The
unit could also be leased to unrelated individuals or newly established families, which would provide
the dual benefit of providing affordable housing to the ADU occupant and supplemental rental
income to the owner. Supplemental income could offset the high cost of a home mortgage, utilities,
and real estate taxes. Finally, leasing an ADU to a young person or family can provide an elderly home
owner with a sense of security and an opportunity to exchange needed work around the house and
yard for a discount on rent.
Despite the benefits, some communities resist allowing ADUs, or allow them only after time-consuming
and costly review procedures and requirements. Public resistance to ADUs usually takes the form of a
perceived concern that they might transform the character of the neighborhood, increase density, add
to traffic, make parking on the street more difficult, increase school enrollment, and put additional pressure on fire and police service, parks, or water and wastewater. However, communities that have allowed
ADUs find that these perceived fears are mostly unfounded or overstated when ADUs are actually built.
ADUs are a particularly desirable option for many communities today considering the current economic climate, changes in household size, increasing numbers of aging baby boomers, and the shortage of
affordable housing choices. They provide a low-impact way for a community to expand its range of
housing choices.

LOCALITIES AND STATES GET INTO THE ACT
Towns, cities, and counties across the country have done the right thing by proactively amending local
zoning ordinances to allow ADUs. This is typically done either as a matter of right or as a special or conditional use. In either case, reasonable conditions may be imposed. Some states, including California,
have enacted legislation that limits the ability of localities to zone out ADUs.
In 2001 AARP retained APA’s Research Department to write a guidance report for citizens interested in
convincing local and state officials of the benefits of allowing ADUs and showing them how to do it.
Entitled Accessory Dwelling Units: Model State Act and Model Local Ordinance, the monograph provides
alternative statute and ordinance language useful to implementing all forms of ADUs.
The Model Local Ordinance suggests recommendations for communities. Additionally, the intent of the
ordinance describes the permitting process for eligibility and approval, and further outlines standards
for ADU approval pertaining to lot size, occupancy, building standards, parking and traffic, public
health, and how to deal with nonconforming ADUs. The Model State Act provides findings and policies
encouraging the approval of ADUs and names local governments as the entities entitled to authorize
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WHAT ISSUES ARISE WHEN A
PROPOSED ADU ORDINANCE
IS CONSIDERED?
ADU ordinances offer a variety of benefits to local communities but the road
to implementation may not be an
easy process. While ADUs are more
widely accepted now than in years
past, skeptics still remain and some still
oppose ADU zoning. The following
describes some issues or decision
points that communities must address
in order to successfully navigate the
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perilous waters of public acceptance.
The approach that is right for your city
or town will be unique, based on local
physical, political, social, and economic conditions.
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adoption of an ADU statute. It specifies
the limits to which local governments
may prohibit ADUs and outlines
default permitting provisions if a locality does not adopt an ADU ordinance.
It details optional approaches for
adopting ADU ordinances, certifying
local ADU ordinances, gathering data
on ADU efforts, preparing reports and
recommendations, and forming a
statewide board overseeing ADUs.
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By-right Permitting. Should permits for ADUs be issued as a matter of right (with clear standards
built into the ordinance) or should they be allowed by discretion as a special or conditional use after
a public hearing?
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Occupancy. Should ordinance language allow an ADU only on the condition that the owner of the
property lives in one of the units?
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Form of Ownership. Should the ordinance prohibit converting the ADU unit into a condominium?
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Preexisting, nonconforming ADUs. How should the ordinance treat grandfathered ADUs? How
do you treat illegal apartments that want to apply for an ADU permit?
Unit Size: Should the ordinance limit the square footage of the ADU to assure that the unit is truly
accessory to the principal dwelling on the property?
Adequacy of Water and Sewer Services. How do you guarantee there is enough capacity in
sewer lines, pumping stations, and treatment facilities to accommodate ADUs?
These are not easy issues. However, communities would do well to seriously consider adopting an
approach that: allows ADUs by right with clear written conditions; does not require owner occupancy; prohibits condominium ownership on the basis that a condo could not be considered accessory;
provides a simple procedure for legalizing preexisting or formerly illegal apartments provided the
unit is inspected; provides a generous size standard; and provides a water and sewer adequacy standard. ☐
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